Minutes
DSD Reform (Use of Force/IA Action Team)
September 1, 2015, 3:00pm – 5:00pm
Location: Webb Building-Room 4.G.4

Present:
- Alfonso Suazo
- Lisa Calderon
- Anthony Thomas
- John Riley
- Steve Chavez
- Dellena Aguilar
- Armando Saldate III
- Chief Connie Coyle
- Capt Jaime Kafati
- Major Kelly Bruning
- Capt Shayne Grannum
- Sgt Jamison Brown
- Capt Phil Swift
- Sgt Michael Jordan
- Sgt Kenneth Juranek
- Major Rick Guerrero
- Major Jodi Blair
- Capt Stephanie McManus
- William Thomas
- Wendy Shea
- Major Moore
- Rick Stubbs
- Jess Vigil
- Jennifer Jacobson
- Shannon Elwell
- Matt Buttice
- Sheriff Elias Diggins
- Al LaCabe
- Nick Mitchell

Agenda:
1. Approval of minutes from August 25, 2015
2. Sub-group meetings and debrief

Discussion:
The meeting minutes from the August 25, 2015 were reviewed and approved by the team.

Al LaCabe opened the meeting by speaking briefly about the recent violence that has occurred nationally and the tension between law enforcement and citizens. He believes that the work of the UOF/IA team will be good for the profession.

The sub-groups met and reconvened to discuss their progress with the Team.

Action Items:
Al will call the leaders of the sub-groups that he did not get to meet with today to discuss the implementations form.

Next Meeting: September 8, 2015 (3:00pm – 5:00pm)
Webb Building-Room 4.G.4